
Job bank, mentoring and professional opportunities
Whether you are looking for a job or want to share a professional project, Elisava Alumni’s web platform offers 
you:

A Job Bank where offers related to the disciplines taught at the School are published on a regular basis. These 
offers are published by small studios or SMEs to large multinationals and institutions.

In addition, Elisava Alumni carries out actions with companies that seek to attract talent to the School, as well as 
activities specifically focused on supporting our graduates to develop their job search skills. These actions are 
usually open in nature but Alumni Bolds always have preference.

Elisava Alumni’s mentoring program consists of contacting a junior student and an experienced student so that 
the latter accompanies the former to identify obstacles and possible solutions, opportunities, etc. in their profes-
sional development.

Access to the School’s facilities
USE OF THE MODEL AND PROTOTYPE WORKSHOP
You can use the Prototype Workshop of Elisava to develop your projects. From the digital manufacturing services, 
you have access to the laser cutter machine for one hour a week and the 3D printing service, in which case the cost 
of material to be used will have to be paid to the Workshop by the user. The CNC milling machine is exclusively for 
students.

To enjoy these services it is essential that you send an email to alumni@elisava.net to be registered in the system 
and you can access the Workshop. If you have any questions about the use of the services, you can contact the 
workshop directly by sending an email to taller@elisava.net. Click this link to reserve the laser cutting machine 
http://reserves.elisava.net/

LOAN IN THE ENRIC BRICALL LIBRARY
The Elisava Library is one of the broadest documentation collections in our country in terms of design. As Alumni 
you can check the collection, but if you are Alumni Bold you can borrow the documents that interest you and you will 
also be able to access the digital library. You can find further information at: https://www.elisava.net/en/our-spaces/
library.

ACCESS TO ELISAVA COMPUTERS WITH SPECIALISED PROGRAMMES
The School has five computer rooms equipped with more than 26 MAC and 113 PCs with the specific software to 
develop design and engineering projects. If you are Alumni Bold, you will have a user account to work on the School’s 
premises. You must request the user and the access code to the computers in alumni@elisava.net.

PHOTOGRAPHY SET
Elisava has a photography studio equipped with a camera and lighting so you can give your projects live. In order to 
make a reservation, you can call Elisava at 933 174 715 to contact MediaLab, send an email to medialab@elisava.net 
or ask in our studio.
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Discounts in continuing education at Elisava
If you are Alumni Bold you can enjoy a 15% discount on the amount of the following courses:

 + Master’s and Postgraduate programmes
 + University Master’s Degree
 + Summer School

Other discounts 
LANGUAGE TRAINING AT THE CIC
Alumni Bold can enjoy a 10 % discount on the catalog price in the language courses offered in the CIC - Language 
School centres of Via Augusta, Gràcia and Sant Cugat. It is necessary to show the Alumni Bold digital card to prove 
access to these discounts.

ONLINE TRAINING IN SHIFTA
Alumni Bold can enjoy a 15% discount on any of the programmes offered by SHIFTA, the Online School of Digital Crea-
tors promoted by Elisava. You can enjoy now the flexibility and convenience of online training to expand and update 
your knowledge. Website: https://weareshifta.com/

DISCOUNTS IN LA CAPELL, STORE OF THE COL·LEGI D’ARQUITECTES DE CATALUNYA
Alumni Bold will be able to acquire the products that La Capell offers in its stores and sale spots in Catalonia with a 
special price and conditions. It is necessary to show the Alumni Bold digital card to prove you have access these
discounts. It is necessary to show the Alumni Bold digital card to prove access to these discounts.

COWOCAT
15% discount on the price set in tariff in the spaces offered by Cowocat.

MARTILLO
10% discount on laser cutting and co-working space.

HOTELIUS CLUB
10% discount in hotels of the Hotusa group. To access the discounts, contact alumni@elisava.net.

PREFERENTIAL ACCESS TO FESTIVALS AND PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCES
Throughout each course from Elisava Alumni, advantages are identified and agreed so that Alumni Bold can access 
festivals, professional days, exhibitions with some type of discount or preferential access, such as Sónar and Sónar+D
Iam weekend or Graphispac. These advantages will be communicated via mail as they are specified.

MARKETING OF PRODUCTS IN LA CAPELL
ELISAVA and La Capell have an agreement whereby the students and Alumni Bold of Elisava can market their products 
in the store of the Col·legi d’Arquitectes de Catalunya, as long as they meet the legal, quality and minimum stock requi-
rements in order to be able to perform the sale. The selection of products is made through an annual contest organised 
by Elisava Alumni.

ELISAVA ENTREPRENEURS PROGRAMME AND ELISAVA ALUMNI INCUBATOR
This is a specific programme that works to support those alumni who want to carry out innovative, solvent and 
viable business projects. This is how the Elisava Alumni Incubator was born, located inside the Almogàvers Incu-
bator of Barcelona Activa. Every year, we launch a call to select the projects that will be part of this initiative and which 
will have at their disposal a space to develop their activity; always with the support of Elisava and the technical support 
of Barcelona Activa.
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